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Williams pinball ios

01-28-2019, 09:54 AM #1 Zen Pinball has released Williams to the App Store on iOS, and the Android version will come soon. Share your thoughts below! I'm just saying ' Official BlahCade Pinball Podcast Website blahcadepinball.com/episodes Common to BlahCade Pinball Podcast on YouTube Buy BlahCade T-Shirt on RedBubble.com
Play With Me on PSN, iOS, And Steam: shutyertrap follow me on Twitter: @shutyertraps or @BlahCade 01-28-2019, 10:54 AM #2 Here's some basics you'll want to know in getting started with this app... 1. You can bat to select a table. Each table has 4 stars to unlock, this one will be set to 2 stars automatically. Make sure you choose a
table you enjoy because you want to play it a lot at first. 2. When you do a daily challenge, you will have 5 cards to flip. 3 no cost, one by watching a video, and one of the last 1 Z coin costs. Watch the video, spend the coin! Although apparently random, it's amazing how often table parts (which are used to open those stars for each table)
are hidden underneath those two. 3. Once you earned some table pieces, open those first stars! Select 'Game Play' from the main menu. If a table is ready for upgrades, it will have a little animated arrow. Select the table and pay whatever the ticket costs for the upgrade. Simply earn tons of tickets early so no need to maintain this. Zen
coins are rare cases, but it's still worth using those to flip cards as you earn more each time you level up in XP. 4. To play daily challenges that use a table other than the one you initially selected, you need to take them to 2 stars. Resetting for frequent challenges is early and stretching longer as abilities are earned, so make sure you have
the maximum amount of play per timeframe, so you can open those tables and even more opportunities for challenges each cycle. 5. Tables start with regular Zen physics. When you upgrade to 3 and 4 stars, you'll be able to select enhanced graphics (all animations), tournament rules, and new WMS physics. Beyond that, it will grind the
city unless you force over money to buy Zen coins. In beta it took me a little over 3 weeks, but our daily reset cycle was much more frequent and we had all 3 daily challenges available to us right from the start. What I'm saying is, don't expect to fully open all 7 tables in a week. It will take a while, especially given that the final star takes 30
or 40 parts of the table (I don't remember which). I'm just saying ' Official BlahCade Pinball Podcast Website blahcadepinball.com/episodes Common to BlahCade Pinball Podcast on YouTube Buy BlahCade T-shirts on RedBubble.com Games With Me on PSN, iOS, And Steam: shutyertrap follow me on Twitter: @shutyertraps or
@BlahCade 01-28-2019, 11:00 AM #3 About how much real money does it cost to just 'buy' one table? AM #4 originally posted by The Citizen about how much real money costs just 'buy' a table? 250 Zen coins per table to unlock the full. You can go with hordes of coins for the following... 50 coins = $1 150 coins = $5 350 coins = $10
800 coins = $20 2250 coins = $50 5000 coins = $100 so $45 you have all 7 tables without a mill. (Two 800 stacks of coins and one 150 coins) Yes, this is drastically more expensive than consoles or steam. You either want to go wild by that I suppose if you're the kind of person who just want to buy an obvious game instead of a mill, or
you're in my camp that kind of is never paying money to mobile games and think it's great there's a way to earn everything over time. After doing this myself in beta, I know it's possible and I've got it reset again now as the whole game tested for us too. I'm just saying ' Official BlahCade Pinball Podcast Website
blahcadepinball.com/episodes Subscriber to BlahCade Pinball Podcast on YouTube Buy BlahCade T-Shirt on RedBubble.com Play With Me on PSN, iOS, and Steam: shutyertrap Follow Me on Twitter: @shutyertraps or @BlahCade 01-28-2019, 04:38 PM #5 Though I prefer to just be able to buy tables for an obvious reasonable price,
this is very fair and unique for free to play the game. I chanted through daily challenges for a while and if I could open regular tables (once a week?) it would be a big deal. Starts a little slow just by having an open table and being able to participate in all daily challenges. Last edited by petewhitley; 01-28-2019 at 04:40 PM. 01-28-2019,
06:48 PM #6 This model is the kind I hate, move on from, and forget about your schedule. I hate grinding games until I get a table, Daley, I never want to play him, charge me a few bucks and let me play TPA looking better and better at me all the time. 01-28-2019, 07:59 PM #7 Originally posted by Kolchak357 in this model type I hate,
move on from, and forget about your schedule. I hate grinding games until I get a table, Daley, I never want to play him, charge me a few bucks and let me play TPA looking better and better at me all the time. Well basically they charge you $5 per desk, which is the same as TPA. You just have to buy currency in the first game. So is it
really different? No, not if you compare to TPA. Compare it with other Zen pinball apps and, yes, the price is significantly higher. 01-28-2019, 09:20 PM #8 Originally posted by Kolchak357 This model is the kind I hate, move on from, and forget about your schedule. I hate grinding games until I get a table, Daley, I never want to play him,
charge me a few bucks and let me play TPA looking better and better at me all the time. I was with you when I started. Beta - I avoided all forms of microtransactions and was concerned that this was going to suck. While back I bought a phone holder attachment for the bike so my son and I could go bikes around town catching Pokémon
(a single transplant experience - I hate pokemon). I ended up milling forever to earn a backpack and when I realized that I could just get a pay buck it and I stopped playing permanently. This economy strategy was actually doing well. You have access to base tables (free games) after the second star which takes no time at all. Zenified
version after 3 stars and full opening in 4. I really started to enjoy daily challenges and earn table pieces. In the PS4 version I just played a challenge that unlocked the power back up. In the cosmetic mobile version that you also earn very cool (balls, flippers, ball trails). Get everything free (faster if you watch ads) or pay a little too average
for instant satisfaction. I like grinding with purpose 01-29-2019, 04:52 AM #9 Originally posted by a good shutyertrap originally they charge you $5 per table, which is the same as TPA. You just have to buy currency in the first game. So is it really different? No, not if you compare to TPA. Compare it with other Zen pinball apps and, yes,
the price is significantly higher. I thought we paid $5 for two packages for all the early seasons at TPA. There's no heavy license here. no? 01-29-2019, 05:38 am #10 if you want all 7 at once, yes. If you want to buy them one at a time you are looking out for more; Just over $7 a table (buy 350 coins at a time), but it'd cost you $10 a shot.
$10 = 350 coins = 1 table and 100 coins $10 = 350 coins = 1 table and 100 coins (200 in total) $10 = 350 coins = 1 table + 1 table and 50 coins remaining so if you spend $10 you have 1 table. Your $20 is 2, but spending $30 gives you 4 tables. On the PS4 it is $10 for 3 tables. 01-29-2019, 07:03 AM #11 Thanks for doing GL Math 01-292019, 10:20 a.m. #12 What's ugly is that they came up with 2 currencies (Zen Coins + Table Parts). Someone has studied human psychology to invent such a plan. 01-29-2019, 10:40 #13 currencies is almost the norm in many freemium games. Some have more.... You've got an arm like a wet rag! - The Dummy, Hurricane (Williams,
1991) Ace of Clubs?! - Bride of Pin*Bot, Jack*Bot (Williams, 1995) You have been terminated. Have a good day! - Candy 2000, Safe Crackers (Williams, 1996) Remaining witch targets: Safe Crackers 26 [Exclusive] Signs (19/26 Collected); F-14 250K Launch Bonus; Frankie 150m Critter Allies, Perfect Critter 01-29-2019, 11:03 a.m. #14
Hope they come up with the landscape version soon. Very hard to reach the nudity area with a pill. It'd also have some much lower camera angles. I feel very loud with this camera choice. 01-29-2019, 11:16 am #15 not desire Touch nudity (going my method in TPA) is working on my iPhone 8. The tutorial shows the nudity area from the
left edge to the right edge above the ballet areas, but I just seem to get nudity (not sure the direction) when I tap near the center of the area. Why no nudity at the bottom between ballet areas? And why do ballet regions seem to be climbing so high on the sides? I miss the options available in TPA. 01-29-2019, 12:52 PM #16 Originally
submitted by Kolchak357 Hope they come up with the Outlook version soon. Very hard to reach the nudity area with a pill. I don't know if it's gonna change. The reason for being a Zen pinball is exactly the same area as the area's nudity and layout settings (if I remember correctly). I don't think they've changed in years. The current nudity
area is practically impossible to use while playing in portrait and thumb mode. How the hell can reach the top of the halfway point on the screen for the nudity area with thumbs on flippers in the lower part of the screen? Last edited by MadScience2006; 01-29-2019 at 01:17 AM. 01-29-2019, 12:54 PM #17 Originally posted by shutyertrap
Here are some basics you want to know to get started with this program... 1. You can bat to select a table. Each table has 4 stars to unlock, this one will be set to 2 stars automatically. Make sure you choose a table you enjoy because you want to play it a lot at first. Thanks Snip for the synopus. This will definitely help those just starting
with the game. All these things were as clear as mud and it took me a while to figure it out myself. Last edited by MadScience2006; 01-29-2019 at 01:05 AM. 01-29-2019, 12:58 PM #18 Originally posted by DA5ID This economic strategy was actually well done. You have access to base tables (free games) after the second star which
takes no time at all. Zenified version after 3 stars and full opening in 4. I really started to enjoy daily challenges and earn table pieces. In the PS4 version I just played a challenge that unlocked the power back up. In the cosmetic mobile version that you also earn very cool (balls, flippers, ball trails). They have changed the frequency of
daily challenges. It used to be a mill, now it's even more milled. Last edited by MadScience2006; 01-29-2019 at 01:06 AM. 01-29-2019, 01:03 PM #19 Originally posted by strells Why no nudity at the bottom between ballet areas? And why do ballet regions seem to be climbing so high on the sides? I miss the options available in TPA.
exactly how i feel . 01-29-2019, 01:20 pm #20 I love lighting, especially inserts. And mechanical sounds (flippers, pops, etc.) are really good. 01-29-2019, 01:24 pm #21 how does it feel compared to console guys? And compared to mobile TPA? 01-29-2019, 01:39 PM #22 written by francis247uk What Feel compared to consoles? And
compared to mobile TPA? Feel and behave like the steam version. Compared to the TPA program, it looks a better way. TPA physics won't be terribly buoyant until you open professional physics, and then it's day and night. 01-29-2019, 02:07 PM #23 Originally posted by shutyertrap 250 Zen coins per table to unlock the full. You can go
with hordes of coins for the following... 50 coins = $1 150 coins = $5 350 coins = $10 800 coins = $20 2250 coins = $50 5000 coins = $100 so $45 you have all 7 tables without a mill. (Two 800 stacks of coins and one 150 coins) Yes, this is drastically more expensive than consoles or steam. You either want to go wild by that I suppose if
you're the kind of person who just want to buy an obvious game instead of a mill, or you're in my camp that kind of is never paying money to mobile games and think it's great there's a way to earn everything over time. After doing this myself in beta, I know it's possible and I've got it reset again now as the whole game tested for us too.
How they're fooling people with different coin values is your best bet is to buy in 50 coins for $1 or $5,000 for $100. All other names are rip-offs, using that method, for all 7 tables is $35. Just buy 5 packs of 50 coins per table. 50 coins = 1 dollar = 2 cents coins 150 coins = 5 dollars = 3.3 cents coins 350 coins = 10 dollars = 2.8 cents coins
800 coins = 20 dollars = 2.5 cents coins 2 250 coins = $50 = 2.2 cents coins 5000 coins = $100 = 2 cents coins 01-29-2019, 02:11 pm #24 01-29-2019, 02:25 #25 I could have sworn at one point in the iOS beta that the value of each coin was constant across all values and then they changed it in the last 2 or 3 revisions. check out.
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